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Abstract
Our knowledge of the distribution and amount of terrestrial above ground biomass (AGB)
has increased using lidar technology. Recent advancements in satellite lidar, such as the Global
Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) lidar, has enabled global mapping of forest biomass
and structure. However, there are large biases in GEDI AGB estimates which impacts our
understanding of carbon dynamics, particularly in tropical forests. Current approaches to
estimate AGB involve empirical regressions of lidar relative height (RH) metrics with field
derived AGB, requiring extensive ground validation networks to calibrate the model.
To reduce the need for extensive ground calibration for AGB estimates, Ni-Meister et al.
(2022) developed a lidar full waveform weighted height-based allometric model which produced
very good results in temperate deciduous/conifer forest in the continental US. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate this biomass model in an African tropical forest using the Land
Vegetation and Ice Sensor (LVIS) lidar system. The results were compared with field measured
AGB derived from a generalized pan-topical AGB equation (Chave et al. 2014).
Our analysis shows that the biomass model outperforms two regression based biomass
models using LVIS and small footprint lidar data. It performs very well (R2=0.84,
RMSE=55.67), producing similar results to the best fitted RH empirical model (R2=0.87,
RMSE=49.02). However, the biomass model outperforms the RH model when including the
wood density parameter from field data (R2=0.91, RMSE=40.47). The height scaling exponent
estimated using site-based allometric relationships from individual tree structure and literature
data matches well with the optimal height scaling exponent through fitting the model prediction
and field data. Testing in a disturbed/young forest site indicates a slight larger scaling exponent
and provide much more accurate AGB estimates for young stands. This result implies that the
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allometric relationships might be different for young and mature forest stands even for the same
forest species. The larger scaling exponent for young stands than mature stands also suggests
strong AGBD and height dependence for young stands than mature stands. Our model captures
the nature of AGBD dependence on height and crown size structure features. The large returns
shown in waveforms for mature trees suggests large dependence ABGD on crown size properties
for mature forest stands. Our assessment results that this biomass model can be expanded to
estimate AGB density in tropical forest biomes using the GEDI satellite lidar data with good
accuracies.
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Nomenclature
AGB
AGBD
𝑎
𝑏
𝐷
𝐹
𝐹𝑎
G
𝐻
Le
𝑉𝑐
𝛼
𝛽
𝛾
𝜌

Above ground biomass (Kg)
Above ground biomass density (Mg ha-1)
Crown volume and height linear scaling factor
Height and stem diameter linear scaling factor
Stem diameter (cm)
Tree taper factor
Foliage area volume density (1/m3)
Leaf orientation factor
Height (m)
Effective leaf area index
Crown volume (m3)
Crown volume and height scaling exponent
Height and stem diameter scaling exponent
Clumping factor
Wood density (g/cm3)
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1. Introduction
Tropical forests store 40% of the world’s terrestrial carbon (Bello et al. 2015) and have a
large impact on the global carbon cycle. However, the role of tropical rainforests on the global
carbon cycle is not fully understood, as the dynamics of climate change, forest loss, and regrowth
has significantly impacted carbon storage and fluxes in these regions (Rodig et al. 217, Houghton
et al. 2019). The changing dynamics of forest loss and regrowth in tropical ecosystems require
updated assessments of carbon storage and fluxes. Accurate estimates of above ground biomass
(AGB), the main proxy for forest carbon stocks, are crucial to examining the extent to which
forests will act as a net sink or source of carbon in the future (Bruening et al. 2021).
Several forest carbon monitoring systems have been developed in different regions using
various data, methods, and assumptions, making it difficult to accurately estimate carbon
exchange at global scales. The quality, methodology, and sources of data used by each country
vary and produce dissimilar carbon stock and flux estimates. Global carbon stocks and fluxes
compiled from country reports are substantially lower than global estimates from models
summarized in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) or UN Food and
Agriculture Organization reports (Harris et al. 2021).
Recently, satellite remote sensing has been used to generate pan-tropical and global
above ground forest carbon stocks, yet there are large discrepancies between them and have low
correlations with higher quality AGB maps produced at finer spatial resolutions (Saatchi et al.
2010; Baacini et al. 2011; Réjou-Méchain et al. 2019). AGB estimates using remote sensing and
environmental data are derived from statistical models with field based AGB estimates. These
models have their own underlying assumptions and uncertainties, which can propagate up to the
final AGB estimate. Pan-tropical and global AGB maps exhibit large discrepancies, despite their
6

relatively good validation statistics of their underlying models, which could be attributed to their
validation methods (Ploton et al. 2020). The earliest global assessments of carbon stocks used
forest height data measured by the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS), in combination
with other optical and radar earth observation satellites, to model the spatial distribution of AGB
(Saatchi et al. 2010). The overall average uncertainty at the pixel scale is estimated at +-30%, but
varies across regions (+-6% to +-53%). A more recent analysis in 2012 had an average 8%
difference of estimated total AGB in tropical forest, and this varied across regions (Baccini et al.
2012). Model performance and error evaluation in both these studies used a random K-fold cross
validation, which sets aside a percentage of test observations to quantify model prediction error
and is repeated K times with different test and training sets for model cross-validation (Ploton et
al. 2020). This approach fails to account for the spatial autocorrelation between predictors.
Global mapping of AGB reveal high predictive accuracies yet the predictors have poor
relationships with AGB, leading to false confidence in the resulting map and an inaccurate
assessment of predictor importance. A physically based model is needed to estimate AGB from
remote sensing. Strong relationships between AGB and crown dimensions indicate that AGB can
be directly estimated from remotely sensed measurements of tree height and crown dimensions
with a high degree of accuracy.
Accurate forest structural measurements from remote sensing technologies are necessary to
quantify AGB, and satellite and airborne light detection and ranging (lidar) has proven to provide
highly accurate measurements of ground elevation and vegetation structure. Lidar AGB models
show relatively high accuracies, especially when compared with optical and radar remote sensing
models (Saatchi et al. 2010; Dubayah et al., 2010; Montesano et al. 2011). The Global
Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) is the first spaceborne lidar mission to specifically
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address the need for vertical structure measurements of ecosystems globally and map global
carbon stocks (Dubayah et al. 2020). GEDI was launched in 2018 to the International Space
Station and provides global coverage of waveform lidar measurements of forest structure within
25 m diameter footprints.
While the GEDI measurements provide reasonable estimates of AGB, large uncertainties
remain and estimates require extensive ground calibration networks across different regions. The
current AGBD estimates from GEDI measurements using relative height (RH) metrics-based
statistical approaches exhibit large biases, and tend to underestimate high biomass regions and
overestimate low biomass regions. It was found that the forest structure has a large impact on the
accuracy of GEDI AGB estimates, where accuracy was better in homogenous forests but weaker
in highly multilayered forests (Dorado-Roda et al. 2021). Normalized calibration errors
(nRMSE) for GEDI AGB estimates between 50% and 60% is common across biomes, reaching
as high as 78% in parts of tropical Asia (Duncanson et al. 2022).
To minimize the need for extensive ground data and to have a consistent approach to
quantifying AGB density (AGBD), a physically based model is needed that could be used
regionally and globally. Ni-Meister et al. (2022) developed a physically based AGB density
model that uses a lidar full waveform weighted height-based allometric relationship. The height
scaling exponent builds on the allometric relationships of tree height with stem diameter and
crown volume with tree height. The dependence of the height scaling exponent on these
allometric relationships describes the amount of dependence of AGBD on tree height and crown
size. The waveforms as weight reflect the AGBD dependence on crown size distribution, with
large crowns with more wright on AGBD estimate. Combining lidar waveforms and heightbased allometric relationship form this above-ground biomass model designed particularly for
8

waveform lidar. This model can also be applied to small footprint lidar or photon counting lidar
with psueduo-waveforms to produce above-ground biomass. This above-ground biomass model
reflects the nature of AGBD dependence on tree height, crown size distribution at plot level.
In Ni-Meister et al. (2022) analysis, they found that a waveform-based biomass index shows
a universal relationship for temperate deciduous/conifer forests with varying structural, stand
age, and species components. The model was used to estimate aboveground biomass in
temperate deciduous/conifer forests in the northeastern USA and a montane conifer forest in
Sierra National Forest in California with good accuracy. With advancements in satellite lidar
systems, such as GEDI, this physically based approach may potentially be used to estimate
aboveground biomass across a continental scale with high accuracy and little ground calibration.
Here, I apply this biomass model to tropical forests and evaluate its performance for AGBD
estimate using airborne full-waveform lidar data in tropical forests. The results from this study
could further validate the potential for the model to serve as a framework for integrating a
demographic-based terrestrial ecosystem model with GEDI vertical structure measurements to
improve global carbon stock and flux estimates.
2. Background
The following section discusses the role of tropical forests in the global carbon cycle,
estimations of AGB in tropical regions and the different methods used for estimation. Accurate
structural measurements and allometric equations deriving AGB are vital in quantifying AGB
and carbon stocks at regional, national, and global scales. The use of multi-spectral sensors,
particularly lidar, has advanced our understanding of biomass in the tropics due to the ability to
acquire accurate structural measurements temporally. However, existing approaches to
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quantifying biomass use empirical regressions of structural measurements with field derived
biomass measurements, making it difficult to extrapolate nationally and globally due to the
limitations in existing allometric equations and lack of field data. Finally, a discussion on the
physically based lidar model proposed explains how it can overcome the limitations in site
specific allometric equations and be used globally to provide a more comprehensive assessments
of AGB globally.
2.1 Role of tropical forest carbon in global carbon cycle
Tropical forests have a large impact on the global carbon cycle, storing a large amount of the
world’s terrestrial carbon (~40%) (Bello et al. 2015). The role of tropical rainforests on the
global carbon cycle is not fully understood, as the dynamics of climate change, forest loss, and
regrowth has significantly impacted carbon storage and fluxes. Several forest carbon monitoring
systems have been developed in different regions using various data, methods, and assumptions,
making it difficult to accurately estimate carbon exchange at global scales. An important
indicator for carbon exchange is the total carbon stock (storage) in a forest, which is the amount
of carbon that has been sequestered from the atmosphere and is now stored within the forest
ecosystem, mainly within the living biomass and soil. The amount of biomass can be used to
estimate carbon because nearly half the terrestrial biomass is assumed as stored carbon in forests
(IPCC 2020). The total amount of carbon stored in tropical forests exhibit large uncertainties not
only due to the various approaches in quantifying biomass, but also due to the changing
dynamics of carbon stocks and fluxes.
The tropics have the world’s largest forested area with highest biodiversity, high rates of
forest loss and regrowth, and high carbon storage and exchange rates with large uncertainties.
Global deforestation peaked in the 1980s, where net loss for that decade exceeded 150 million ha
10

of forest. Since then, deforestation rates declined to 47 million hectares in the last decade (UN
FAO 2020), with a majority of loss now occurring across the tropical zone. The first pantropical
map of live biomass was produced at 1 km resolution in 2011 using multi sensor satellite data
and field data from 478 plots (Saatchi et al. 2011). The total woody biomass of tropical forests
was estimated to store 247 Pg C, with 78% of this carbon stored as above ground biomass. The
following year (2012), an analysis of the total amounts of carbon stored in tropical woody
vegetation was estimated at 228.7 Pg C (Baccini et al. 2012). Both these assessments were
substantially higher (20% - 30%) than previously reported by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations Global Forest Resources Assessment in 2010. In addition to
their total carbon storage, tropical forests are also major net carbon sinks, playing a critical role
in regional and global carbon cycles (Pan et al. 2011; Harris et al. 2021). High temperatures and
rainfall facilitate high rates of plant growth and photosynthesis. Tropical forests were estimated
as an average carbon sink of 2.8 ± 0.7 Pg C year-1 from 1990 to 2007, on average accounting for
~70% of the gross carbon sink in the world’s forests (Pan et al. 2011). A significant proportion
of total tropical area are regrowth forests (~30%), which were found to be stronger sinks than
intact forests due to rapid growth and biomass accumulation under succession (Huang et al.
2013). Roughly 3.8 Mg C ha-1yr-1 of carbon accumulation was estimated in tropical landscapes
with a mean age of ~10 years (Sierra et al. 2012). A recent study showed increased large gross
emissions (5.3+-2.4 Pg C year-1) and gross removals (-7.0+-7.6) from tropical forests from 2001
to 2019, yet these estimates display large uncertainties. This study emphasizes the large
emissions occurring from tropical forest degredation and its impact on the global carbon budget.
The changing dynamics of forest loss and regrowth in tropical forests require updated
assessments of carbon storage. Quantifying and mapping carbon stocks in tropical areas is a
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difficult task due to the uncertainties in national field inventories. Through accurate and reliable
methods for assessing forest biophysical parameters, including biomass, a better understanding
of ecosystem dynamics and carbon exchange can be achieved.
2.2. Aboveground biomass estimates
Biomass is generally referred to as the amount of organic material provided by a given area
of the Earth’s surface. Quantification of biomass is important for commercial uses (e.g. fuel and
building material) as well as resource management and scientific research. Forests account for
70-90% of terrestrial biomass, and most of this biomass is in trees (Cairns et al., 1997). Above
ground biomass (AGB) is defined as “the aboveground standing dry mass of live or dead matter
from tree or shrub (woody) life forms, expressed as a mass per unit area” (FAO 2019), usually in
Mg ha-1. AGB is the main proxy for carbon storage, where half the AGB is considered to be
stored carbon (UN FAO). Accurately quantifying AGB is necessary to better understand carbon
stocks in the tropics.
Various approaches are used to estimate AGB and involve either directly weighing plant
material to quantify biomass or indirectly estimating biomass through allometric relationships.
While comparisons of direct methods of destructive harvesting with indirect methods show that
they both can be effective in quantifying AGB (Onodi et al., 2017), destructive harvest datasets
are necessary to evaluate allometric relationships between vegetation structure and AGB.
Destructive harvesting involves drying and weighing all plant material at a site, which provides
the most accurate measurements of biomass. However, this approach is time consuming and
expensive, and is not always feasible due to logistical reasons. Also, we need methods to
extrapolate the results across large areas. Indirect methods to estimate AGB commonly use
allometric relationships with field derived measurements of vegetation structure, such as stem
12

diameter and height. Field based AGB estimates at the plot level are obtained by summing the
AGB for all the trees within the plot. At the tree level, AGB is estimated using an allometric
model that combines structural components, such as the stem diameter (𝐷), tree height (𝐻), and
wood density (𝜌). These predictors, as well as the AGB model itself, displays errors that
propagate to the remote sensing models (Réjou-Méchain et al. 2019). Field AGB models based
only on 𝐷 exhibit large biases, especially when compared with more complex models that
include 𝐻 and wood density. Including crown size has proven to drastically increase the accuracy
of AGB estimates, particularly for mature trees since they stop growing vertically but 𝐷 and
canopy branches continue to increase in size (Henry et al. 2010; Goodman et al. 2014; Ploton et
al. 2016). While wood density is an important predictor in all AGB models, 𝐻 was found to be
important for younger tree stands and crown size was found to be a strong predictor in mature
tree stands (Jucker et al. 2020). Vegetation structure measurements can be repeated over time to
examine the dynamics of biomass distribution temporally and can be used to estimate AGB
across regional and global scales.
Tropical forests contain the most biomass of all the world’s major terrestrial ecosystems,
encompassing an area of 1.75 x 106 ha (Hansen et al. 2013), however, the distribution of and
quantity of AGB density varies spatially and temporally. Forests in central and South America
contain the most biomass in the world, accounting for roughly 49% of the total biomass,
followed by 26% in Asia and 25% in Africa (Saatchi et al. 2011). In the Amazon basin, AGB
estimates range from 100 to greater than 300 Mg ha-1, where high biomass regions are mainly
located in central Amazonia and in the regions to the east and north (Saatchi et al. 2007; Saatchi
et al. 2011). Most transitional and seasonal forest at the southern and northwestern edges of the
Amazon basin have biomass ranging from 100 to 200 Mg ha-1. Central Africa contains a large
13

continuous region of very high biomass forests (300 to 400 Mg ha-1) extending from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo to Gabon and Cameroon in the west. Biomass density
gradually gets lower heading north and south from the central African tropical forests, abruptly
ending at the Sahara Desert in the north and remaining low in the South African grasslands to the
south. In the Asian Pacific, Indonesia holds the largest amount of biomass. Previous estimates
from Saatchi et al. (2011) and Baccini et al. (2012) estimated total tropical AGB at 413 Pg and
457 Pg, respectively. More recently, an updated assessment of tropical AGB was produced
integrating the previous two biomass maps, along with new field inventories and local AGB
estimates. The updated assessment of total AGB carbon stock was estimated at 375 Pg in the
tropics, which is 9% and 18% lower than previously reported (Avitabile et al. 2015). The
estimates and uncertainties vary across regions due to the different sensors used to acquire
vegetation structural measurements, as well as the different allometric equations selected.
Allometric relationships between vegetation structure and AGB have been derived across
biomes and for varying plant species. However, there are significant uncertainties for AGB
estimates in many tropical forests due to the lack of site specific allometric equations.
Allometric equations are important in understanding the storage and flux of carbon in
tropical forests. The importance of biomass regression models in evaluating carbon storages and
fluxes, particularly in tropical forests, led to the development of generalized pan-tropical models
(Brown 1997; Chave et al. 2005; Henry et al. 2011; Chave et al. 2014). These generalized
allometric equations use vegetation structure measurements of multiple tree species and is
intended to be applied to a broad range of tropical forests, yet there are large errors associated
with them (Alvarez et al. 2012; Ngomanda et al. 2014). Using multispecies pan-tropical
equations to individual tree species generates great uncertainties in AGB estimates. Also,
14

individual tree level biomass errors are propagated to the forest stand level. However,
generalized allometric equations reveal biomass patterns and carbon dynamics in forests that
were previously unreported or inaccessible. Much work has been put into further refining these
models by including multiple structural components and evaluating these models with new data
in different geographic regions.
At regional or global scales, models based only on stem diameter (𝐷) exhibit large biases,
especially when compared with more complex models that include wood density and height (𝐻)
(Brown, 1997; Wang et al. 2006; Chave et al. 2014). The simplest models use stem diameter
only in estimating AGB, since it is the most frequently reported tree structure parameter.
However, building on this model and adding tree height and wood density drastically increases
the accuracy of AGB estimates. Recent studies also show that including crown size further
improves measurements, since once trees mature they show minimal increase in height but stem
diameter and canopy branches continue to increase in size.
The pantropical models developed by Chave et al. (2014) utilize a large destructive harvest
dataset that include 𝐷, 𝐻, and 𝜌, and to account for environmental constraints, they include the
environmental variables temperature seasonality, maximum climatological water deficit, and
precipitation seasonality. The model performs very well (residual standard error of .357) yet
tends to underestimate the AGB of trees larger than 30 Mg by an average of 20%. Not
surprisingly, wood density (𝜌) was found to be an important predictor of AGB. The inclusion of
multiple structural parameters, as well as environmental variables, greatly increases AGB model
accuracy. It is therefore imperative to get accurate measurements of vegetation structural
parameters, particularly 𝐷 and 𝐻.
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Using satellite and airborne observations, we are now able to measure the height and crown
dimensions of individual trees with a high degree of accuracy. Jucker et al. (2016) developed
new allometric models based on tree height and crown size for estimating both diameter and
above ground biomass of trees. Compiling a global database of 108,753 trees for which stem
diameter (𝐷, in cm), height (𝐻, in m) and crown diameter (CD, in m) were all measured,
including 2395 trees harvested to measure AGB, they developed general allometric models for
estimating both the diameter and AGB of trees from attributes which can be remotely sensed –
specifically height and crown diameter. The combination of tree height and crown diameter were
shown to provide accurate estimates of AGB (RMSE 1.70 Mg, bias = -4.3%) and a single
equation can predict stem diameter from these two variables across biomes. Also, the Chave et
al. (2014) equation in tropical forests (where AGB is expressed as a function of 𝐷, 𝐻, and 𝜌,)
exhibited very high accuracies (RMSE = 0.86, bias = 27.7%), and when field measured stem
diameters were replaced with predicted stem diameters using the global diameter model, the
accuracy remained high and average systemic bias was little affected (RMSE=1.78 Mg, bias =
30.1%). The results from this paper show that AGB is strongly related to tree height and crown
size and highlight how accounting for tree size can drastically improve AGB estimates,
particularly for large trees where a large proportion of biomass is stored in large branches (Henry
et al. 2010; Goodman et al. 2014). Using a combination of tree height and crown size reduces the
steps needed in the AGB estimation process, and also eliminates the need to select an equation
from the literature for scaling from diameter to AGB. Satellite and airborne observations, in
particular lidar, can measure tree height and crown dimensions to a high degree of accuracy. The
allometric equations for converting crown dimensions to stem diameter distributions provide a
simple solution to integrating lidar data into individual-based models of AGB, while using the
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combination of tree height and crown size can be used to estimate AGB across large regions with
heterogenous vegetation cover.
2.3. Multispectral and radar remote sensing of carbon stock
Airborne and satellite observations using remote sensing methods of forests have been
employed to estimate biophysical parameters, including aboveground biomass density (AGBD)
(Mg ha-1), across the landscape. These methods generally involve the detection of reflected light
or radio waves, which include optical multispectral sensors and laser and radar altimeters. While
no single measurement represents a direct measure of forest AGBD, the wide range of airborne
and satellite observations collected in the past few decades offers accurate, precise, and
repeatable observations at local and global scales. The ability to have repeat observations over
varied spatial scales enables a better understanding of global forest change and its biophysical
parameters. Airborne and satellite observations are used to estimate AGB by using either
empirical regression techniques, physically based mathematical models, or machine learning
algorithms (Lucas et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2016).
Satellite and airborne observations, also known as remote sensing, can be classified
according to the source of signal they use to explore an object or area. Remote sensing is the
process of detecting and monitoring the physical characteristics of an object or area by
measuring its reflected and emitted radiation at a distance, typically from satellite or airborne
platforms. Active remote sensing instruments operate by producing their own source of emission
or light, while passive remote sensing instruments rely on reflected or emitted radiation. The
most commonly used remote sensing systems for estimating AGB are optical (multispectral and
hyperspectral images), radar (radio detecting and ranging), and lidar (light detection and
ranging). Optical remote sensing systems utilize the reflectance of solar radiation from the
17

Earth’s surface. Commonly referred to as satellite or airborne imagery, optical remote sesing
systems use multispectral or hyperspectral cameras (spectrometers) to measure reflected
radiation at different wavelength intervals. Radar (radio detecting and ranging) systems, an
active remote sensing technology, emit radio waves to determine the distance, angle, and radial
velocity of objects relative to the instrument. Similarly, lidar systems (light detection and
ranging) transmit pulses of light and record the intensity of returned energy over time, creating a
profile known as a waveform.
Optical remote sensing methods for estimating AGB involve relating direct reflectance
measurements and derived parameters, such as band ratios or texture/spatial attributes, to AGBD.
AGBD can be estimated with some degree of accuracy in low biomass regions (Lucas et al.
2015; Gizachew et al., 2016) such as grasslands and savannas, yet very low accuracies and
precisions are reported in high biomass regions. Satellite and airborne optical observations
require clear atmospheric conditions to accurately capture land surface reflectance and are
susceptible to oversaturation. Reasonable correlations were found between single spectral
variables, such as normalized difference vegetation index and enhanced vegetation index (R2 of
0.49 and 0.50, respectively) in low biomass regions (Gizachew et al. 2016). As biomass
increases, this relationship disappears as oversaturation impacts sensor observations. Also,
predictors across different sensors vary significantly due to climatic conditions, differences in
instrument design and data acquisition and processing approaches (Brosofske et al., 2014). For
example, Sentinel-2b and Worldview-3 outperforms Landsat-8 when predicting AGB, which
could be due to the inclusion of the red-edge band and their higher spectral and spatial
resolutions (Li et al., 2020; Jha et al., 2021). The best results were from AGBD plots under ~200
Mg ha-1 using machine learning techniques with multiple spectral variables (r<0.79), yet the
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errors are very large (Li et al. 2020). The machine learning models tended to overestimate small
AGB values and strongly underestimate large AGB values. Saturation impacts all three sensors
between 200-300 Mg ha-1, where estimates plateau and lose all correlation, similar to previous
studies (Le Toan et al. 2004). While AGB estimates increase with spatial resolution and the use
of machine learning algorithms, it requires calibration for different locations and climatic
conditions and may not be feasible to implement on large spatial scales.
Backscatter from satellite radar instruments have been used to estimate AGBD with
relatively higher accuracies than optical sensors, yet saturation occurs in densely vegetated areas.
While saturation levels differ across wavelength bands, they are not as sensitive as optical
multispectral sensors. Regression analysis is the most commonly used method for AGB
estimation, relating backscatter to field AGBD measurements. In temperate forests, strong
positive relationships were found between the horizontal and vertical polarized (H.H. and V.H.)
backscatter with AGBD (Beaudoin et al., 1994), particularly in low to medium biomass regions.
Also, tropical secondary regrowth forests were not accurately captured, with large errors and
variations between sites (Kuplich et al., 2010). Biomass estimation accuracy increases when
using interferometry techniques since there is a higher saturation level (Fransson et al., 2001). In
boreal forests, the highest accuracies were obtained but did not exceed 75% (Luckman et al.,
1997; Wallersheim et al., 2009). Implementing machine learning techniques using spectral,
textural, topographical variables and radar backscatter resulted in accuracies close to ~81%, with
smaller margins of error than optical sensors (Su et al., 2020). The saturation level of different
wavelengths and polarizations vary and depend on vegetation structure and climatic conditions.
Radar detection methods require extensive signal processing and analysis due to variations in
environmental conditions, and a single model cannot be applied across regional and global
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scales. Both optical and radar data suffer from saturation problems, and has been found to be
related to the underestimation of AGBD in high biomass regions (Joshi et al. 2017, etc.).
2.4. Lidar remote Sensing of carbon stock
There has been growing interest in lidar technologies to quantify forest attributes, given the
ability to estimate surface heights with decimeter accuracy and penetrate the forest canopy. The
pulse of emitted energy can penetrate the forest canopy, providing a high-resolution vertical
profile of return energy. Full waveform lidar records the entire return of emitted energy as a
continuous response, while discrete return lidar just records the major responses, or peaks, based
on the intensity of the laser energy returned to the sensor, with three to five return systems being
most common. Lidar produces topographic maps with decimeter accuracy and vertical height
and structure measurements from overflown terrain, such as vegetation and ice. Lidar generated
AGB models are more accurate than those developed from radar or passive optical data,
particularly since height and ground can be measured with very high accuracies (Coops et al.
2004; Heurich and Weinacker, 2004; Holmgren and Persson, 2004). Also, lidar systems have a
higher saturation threshold than optical and radar systems and can be used in dense forests such
as those in the tropical region.
Airborne discrete return lidar has been increasingly used in forest management and
assessments due to its relatively low cost and ease of use. While field plots and discrete lidar
show similar results at different spatial scales, lidar plots contained much larger uncertainties in
validation tests (Urbazaev et al. 2018; Chan et al., 2021). AGBD shows strong relationships with
canopy height across biomes (Loki et al., 2014; Leitold et al., 2015; Mograbi et al., 2015; Laurin
et al., 2016; Saarela et al., 2020; Torre-Tojal et al., 2021; Chan et al., 2021), and the use of
machine learning techniques further increases accuracy (Hernandez-Stefonani et al., 2020). In
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sub-tropical and tropical forests, models perform very good using linear regression techniques,
reaching an accuracy of 86% (Loki et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2021), with errors ranging from 20125 Mg ha-1. However, waveform lidar estimates of AGB provide more accurate results due to
the measurement of multiple height metrics (Luo et al. 2019).
Waveform lidar has a huge potential for improving our understanding of forest ecosystem
and dynamics because of the high-resolution vertical information that can be extracted from the
waveform. Airborne and satellite full waveform lidar have been increasingly employed to create
topographic maps at regional and global scales (Sugarbaker et al. 2014; Dubayah et al. 2020).
Full waveform lidar provides rich information on the vertical height and structure of vegetated
land cover, and has been successfully used to estimate AGBD across various biomes (Dubayah
et al., 2010; Montesano et al. 2011; Silva et al. 2018). Metrics derived from waveform show
strong relationships with AGBD at the plot scale, and outperform discrete airborne lidar (Cao et
al., 2014; Zhuang et al., 2015; Nie et al., 2017; Silva et al., 2018; Luo et al. 2019). This could be
due to the availability of more information derived from the waveforms, such as different
relative height (RH) metrics and canopy cover. AGBD is often estimated as an empirical
regression of lidar RH metrics, which is the height at which a certain quantile returned energy is
reached relative to the ground. Most recently, satellite waveform lidar systems were found to
perform very well over mountainous areas, where slope had little to no impact (Wang et al.,
2019).
The airborne Land, Vegetation, and Ice Sensor (LVIS) is a waveform lidar system
developed by NASA that uses a 1064-nm wavelength laser and has been widely used for forest
structure assessment, including AGB (Huang et al. 2013; Zhao et al., 2013; Kaasalainen et al.,
2015). The tree height indices from airborne large-footprint lidars such as LVIS have been
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successfully used for estimation of forest structural parameters in many previous studies (Sun et
al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2017; Silva et al. 2018). Using LVIS RH metrics to estimate AGBD
produces very high accuracies, and has been used to evaluate space-borne waveform lidar
systems due to similarities in instrument design. LVIS was used to estimate AGBD in biomes
across the U.S., and more recently in tropical forests. A study in La Selva, Costa Rica (Dubayah
et al., 2010) used a bootstrapped stepwise regression to optimize the model to reach an adjusted
R2 of 0.8 with a root square error (RSE) of 9.70–13.47 Mg/ha. Notably, a combination of RH50
and RH100 are selected for the model. More recent studies in temperate forests in the United
States show very high correlations and low biases at both the footprint and hectare scale (relative
errors between 22-25%, and 15-17%, respectively) (Huang et al. 2013). Other studies also
confirm that the prediction accuracy of AGB models at the lidar footprint scale were acceptable,
and the accuracy drastically increases at the hectare scale (RMSEs range from ~30 to 40 Mg/ha)
(Sun et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2012; Fatoyinbo et al. 2021). Due to its accuracy in measuring
height and AGB, LVIS commonly serves as a calibration for other airborne and satellite lidar
systems.
Recent satellite waveform lidar missions, such as NASA’s ICESat missions, has proven
successful the ability for lidar to measure the height of the Earth’s surface in high detail. While
the ICESat missions focus on the cryosphere, the instruments also measure forest heights across
temperate and tropical regions. Previous studies indicate that ICESat lidar measurements of
canopy height are moderately good (R2 ~.70) in temperate and tropical regions, but biases are
compound when used for carbon and biomass estimates (Lefsky et al.,2005; Narine et al. 2020).
The ICESat lidar proves the utility of a satellite lidar system for gaining insights into forest
structure and dynamics. Accurate measurements of forest biophysical and structure parameters
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are key challenges in carbon modeling and biodiversity. The Global Ecosystems Dynamic
Investigation (GEDI) mission directly addresses the need for vertical structure measurements of
ecosystems globally. The GEDI mission uses a lidar satellite system that produces a laser
wavelength of 1064 nm to get precise measurements of forest canopy height, canopy vertical
structure, and surface elevation. GEDI produces high resolution laser ranging observations of the
3D structure of the Earths forests, which provide answers to ecosystem dynamics in a changing
world. Satellite waveform lidar provides accurate global measurements to map habitats and
biomass, particularly in the tropics, providing detail on the Earth’s carbon cycle.
Assessments of GEDI derived AGB estimates prove there are large biases in high biomass
regions, particularly for complex multilayered canopies. In general, GEDI derived models
overestimate AGB in low biomass regions and underestimate biomass in high biomass regions
(Potapov et al. 2021; Doroda-Roda et al. 2021; Duncanson et al. 2022). While integrating lidar
data with optical and radar measurements improves accuracy, models require calibration across
different geographical regions (Potapov et al. 2021;). Also, issues with geolocation could be
impacting height measurements from GEDI. A recent study in Southern Spain shows that RMSE
in elevation measurements reaches 7.15 meters, while RMSEs in RH100 measurements can
reach nearly 4 meters (Quiros et al. 2021). The biases in these measurements impact GEDI AGB
estimates, particularly at the footprint level. When compared with airborne small footprint
discrete lidar derived AGBD estimates, GEDI AGBD estimates show relatively small biases
(~20-40 Mg ha-1) (Doradao-Roda et al. 2021). However, using airborne discrete lidar for
accuracy assessments may not always be so accurate, as AGB estimates using small footprint
lidar have their own biases (Aardt et al. 2006; Clark et al. 2011; Silva et al. 2018). Normalized
calibration errors (nRMSE) for GEDI AGBD estimates between 50% and 60% is common across
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biomes, reaching as high as 78% in parts of Asia (Duncanson et al. 2022). The basis for GEDI’s
AGB models relies on simulated waveforms derived from airborne small footprint discrete return
lidar, and can compound uncertainties when scaled up to larger footprints. Others have suggested
various sources of errors, such as geolocation errors, tree crowns overhanging plot boundaries,
and errors and uncertainties in allometric equations (Frazer et al. 2011; Réjou-Méchain et al.,
2014; Bruening et al. 2021). More rigorous assessments of GEDI AGB models using field
inventories are required to accurately evaluate their efficacy.
The piecemeal approach to estimating AGB using various sensors and methodological
approaches results in large uncertainties of carbon dynamics at global scales. GEDI attempts to
address this issue by using a consistent approach to calculating AGB globally, however, studies
show that the AGB estimates from the GEDI AGB algorithm have large biases. Large calibration
networks using field inventories are necessary to more accurately evaluate these estimates, yet
not enough GEDI samples overlap field inventory campaigns globally. Due to this lack of
sampling over field inventories, many evaluations of GEDI use small footprint discrete return
lidar, and as mentioned earlier, have their own biases which compound to GEDI AGB estimates.
In order to address the lack of sampling over field inventories, simulated GEDI waveforms
from small footprint lidar (Silva et al. 2020), as well as airborne full waveform lidar systems
which have similar data to GEDI, are used over field plots locations. Also, field measurements of
AGB are extrapolated to larger areas using airborne lidar systems, producing more calibration
data points for satellite remote sensing systems such as GEDI. LVIS data has been used
extensively to generate calibration datasets and to evaluate GEDI AGB estimates.
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2.5. Purpose of this study
Most approaches to estimating AGB using lidar involve developing relationships with
ground-based measurements of AGB, which require extensive ground calibration networks to be
maintained and operated. A physically based approach is needed to accurately estimate
aboveground biomass over a wide range of vegetation and environmental conditions with limited
ground calibration data. Ni-Meister et al (2022) developed an analytical allometric relationship
between aboveground biomass and full waveform lidar measurements. In their analysis, they
found that a waveform-based biomass index shows a universal relationship for temperate
deciduous/conifer forests with varying structural, stand age, and species components. The plotlevel aboveground biomass density is estimated based on a waveform/foliage profile-weighted
height-based allometric equation. The height scaling exponent builds on the allometric
relationships of tree height with stem diameter and crown volume with tree height. The model
was used to estimate aboveground biomass in temperate deciduous/conifer forests in the
northeastern USA and a montane conifer forest in Sierra National Forest in California with good
accuracy. Their study found that this model produces optimal AGBD estimates using the local
height scaling exponent values. Using the general height scaling exponent in the model also
provides adequate AGBD estimates. With advancements in satellite lidar systems, such as GEDI,
this physically based approach may potentially be used to estimate aboveground biomass across
a continental scale with high accuracy and little ground calibration. The purpose of this study is
to test this AGB model using LVIS data in tropical forests.
The AfriSAR mission was an airborne campaign that collected lidar and field measurements
of tropical forests in Gabon, West Africa. It was developed in part to support future spaceborne
missions that examine the role of forests in Earth’s carbon cycle, in particular the GEDI mission.
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The airborne lidar instrument used was the Land, Vegetation, and Ice Sensor (LVIS) developed
by NASA. The airborne lidar scanning and field data collections took place at four different
areas in Gabon spanning a range of vegetation types, vegetation structure characteristics, and
degree of disturbance. Field campaigns to collect vegetation structure parameters and estimate
AGB were conducted to coincide with the LVIS flyover, providing a unique opportunity to
evaluate AGB estimates using lidar.
This study aims to evaluate the performance of the biomass model using LVIS waveform
lidar and field derived AGB in tropical forests in Gabon with multicohort canopies. Investigating
the allometric relationships between tree size and structure will inform the optimal height scaling
exponent to be used in the biomass model and we will evaluate the impact of different height
scaling exponents on model accuracy. Waveform height and vertical structure information will
be compared with field data to verify its accuracy. Finally, field AGBD will be compared with
the lidar biomass model estimates.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Study sites
Our study sites inlcude four sites across tropical forests in Gabon, located along Atlantic coast
of Central Africa. Gabon is featured by significant protected parkland. Gabon’s forests are largely
influenced by its topography and major rivers, often creating variances in climatic conditions and
vegetation types.
Gabon is one of the most heavily forested countries in the world. . According to the U.N.
FAO, about 85.4% or about 22,000,000 ha of Gabon is forested. Mountain ranges rising more than
1,000 meters (m) creates unique terrains, with a narrow coastal plain, hilly interior, and savanna
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in the east and south. The landscape is heavily influenced by Gabon’s largest river, the Ogooue
River, where major tributaries flow in cascades and waterfalls and create a delta of wetlands and
lakes along the coast. The four sites were Mondah Forest, Lope National Park, Mabounie and Rabi
(Fig.1). The study sites range in biomass density and degree of disturbance from distinct forest and
savanna ecosystems.
The Lope study sites (0.14oS, 11.65oE) are located along the Ogouue river basin roughly 250
km east of Libreville, the capital of Gabon. Mean annual rainfall ranges from 1300 mm yr-1 to
1900 mm yr-1, with gentle slopes ranging in elevation from 200 m to 600 m. The plots have a high
variation of vegetation height, basal area, wood density, and aboveground biomass. The sandy clay
soils support a forest savannah landscape rich in biodiversity. The savannah vegetation distribution
is determined mainly by erosion and soil moisture content (Alers & Blom, 1988; Saatchi et al.
2016) generally bordering the Ogouue river with intermittent woody savannah tree species. The
savannah transitions from meter high grass to Aucoumea-dominated forests and Marantaceae
forests, and is known for its abundance of Moabi (B. toxisperma) trees. The Lope national park
was first established as a protected area in 1946, and in 2007 it was added to the UNESCO World
Heritage List to protect its biological and archeological significance.
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Figure 1 AfriSAR LVIS acquisition across all four sites in Gabon (left). The spatial distribution of the hectare plots (red) at each
Gabon site (four panels in top right), and a closer look at the 16th hectare plots (blue) at Mondah with the individual tree
locations (green) (bottom right).

The Mabounie study sites (0.79oS, 10.57 oE) are located about 200km southeast of
Libreville, where the elevation ranges from 70 m to 145 m with a mean annual rainfall of ~2100
mm. The plots are within the Ngounie River basin valley, a major tributary to the Ogouue river,
where relatively steep slopes are interspersed with flat, low-lying swamps. The landscape is
mostly forested and dominated by Rubiaceae, Fabaceae, and Euphorbiaceae where the
underlying soils are similar to nearby Lope, albeit a sandier, coarser soil (Labriere et al. 2018).
The plots are high in species richness, with ~55 tree species per ha. Tall Moabi and Odouma (C.
pentandras) trees pierce through the dense canopy, and are significant contributors to total
biomass. Deforestation has been increasing in Mabounie for forest product harvesting, mineral
mining, and building infrastructure such as roads and buildings.
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The Mondah study site (0.58oN, 9.37oE) is approximately 25 km Northwest of Libreville on
a peninsula that stretches out from the Gabon Estuary. Forest density is higher and slopes are
steeper in western Mondah Forest ending in steep forested hills along the Atlantic coast and
exposing the underlying shale and slate. The plots are spatially distributed in low-density
forested areas (Saatchi et al., 2011; Fatoyinbo et al., 2016) where the elevation ranges from 22 m
to 46 m, with high variations in total aboveground biomass, density, and degree of disturbance.
Annual precipitation ranges from 3000-3500mm with a short dry season from June to August.
Mixed forest stands are dominated by Euphorbiaceae, Burseraceae, and Rubiaceae, and could be
temporarily flooded during the wet season. The plots have an average of 37 tree species per
hectare with high variation between them, with flora that is distinct from that of the adjacent
mountainous areas. Many flora species are actually endemic to this area, and the remaining
forested areas have been drastically reduced since 1951 (from 12,400 ha to ~2,000 ha) (Walters
et al. 2016). During this time, much of the forest was transformed into secondary forest due to
forest clearing for food crops, timber, and development (Nziengui et al. 2008). The highest rate
of deforestation in Gabon is along the coast, in particular Mondah Forest and the adjacent area.
The forest plays a unique role with its relationship to the mangrove ecosystem to the east
(Akanda National Park), acting as a buffer to filter surface runoff, minimize erosion and reduce
sedimentation.
The Rabi study site (1.92 oS, 9.88 oE) is located roughly 65 km east of the small coastal town
of Omboué, where the forest is relatively homogenous in structure and distribution. The plots
range in elevation from 39 - 70 m, and is bisected by a stream surrounded by gentle slopes and
three ridges. Annual precipitation averages 2,299 mm (Lee et al. 2006; Thibault et al. 2004).
Rabi has a dense canopy and is high in biodiversity, with ~85 species ha-1. The most abundant
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plant families are Fabaceae, Euphorbiaceae and Olacaceae. The forest underwent selective
logging prior to 1990 as well as land survey assessments (Memiaghe et al. 2016), but recently
some of the land has been set aside for preservation.
Lope, Mabounie, Mondah, and Rabi have been established field plots and are monitored by
the National Park Service of Gabon. While these four sites were selected based on practical and
logistical reasons, they also capture a variation of climatic conditions and vegetation types across
Gabon’s tropical forest. This provides important insights into quantifying forest dynamics and its
impacts on the carbon cycle.
3.2. Datasets
Through a joint collaboration headed by NASA, the ESA and the Gabon Space Agency, the
AfriSAR field campaign was conducted to collect vegetation structure information and airborne
lidar waveform data within the four sites described above. NASA collected lidar measurements
using the LVIS system in 2016, while the field inventories were conducted between 2012 and
2016. The 2016 NASA AfriSAR mission provided vital data for advancing forest retrieval
algorithms and biomass mapping methodologies using lidar data. In particular, the AfriSAR data
was one of the principal datasets used for pre-launch calibration and validation of GEDI Level 2
footprint product algorithms, which include geolocated waveforms.More details of the field and
lidar datasets are described as follows.
3.2.1 Field data
We selected the Gabon sites in established study areas to cover a range of vegetation types
and vegetation structure characteristics, topography, and degree of disturbance. Field plots were
established and surveyed using the methodology outlined in the Gabon National Resource
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Inventory (Poulsen et al., 2017). Forest inventories were performed at different times from 2012
(Mabounie and Rabi) to 2016 (Lope and Mondah). Notably, tree height (𝐻) measurements were
not systematically done alongside stem diameter (𝐷) inventory campaigns. Also, lianas were
discarded from the datasets, but an analysis at Lope found that biomass can represent up to 3% of
that of trees with 𝐷 > 10 cm (Labriere et al. 2018).
At each site a team of field technicians established 1-ha plots (100 m × 100 m), and divided
the Lope, Mondah, and Rabi plots into four 50 m x 50 m quarter-ha subplots. The diameter at
breast height, or stem diameter (𝐷), was measured at 1.3 meters from the ground for every tree
with a 𝐷≥10 cm, and species were identified by a trained botanist. A laser hypsometer was used
to measure the heights of randomly selected trees from a subset of trees per plot aimed at
spanning the 𝐷 range at each site (Fatoyinbo et al. 2021).
The Mondah plots were further divided in sixteen 25m x 25m subplots, and includes the
individual tree location and structure information for trees with a 𝐷≥5 cm. Some plots display a
clear pattern in tree locations (Fig. 1 bottom right), which could be due to sampling design,
accessibility, and vegetation structure. Figure 1 displays the subplots for each hectare with the
individual tree locations for which 𝐷 was measured over a Google Earth satellite image from
2017. These satellite images indicate multicohort canopy where the density varies across plots,
particularly at plots NASA21A and NASA19.
AGB estimates (Mg ha-1) based on field data were produced at different spatial scales using
the R BIOMASS package. The package uses the allometric pantropical equation in Chave et al.
(2014) with local 𝐻 – 𝐷 relationships. The AGB of each tree was calculated as the product of
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wood volume and wood specific gravity and a tapering factor (𝐹) (Chave et al. 2005; Chave et al.
2014).

𝐴𝐺𝐵tree =

1
𝜋
𝐹 (𝜌 𝐷2 𝐻)𝑘
10
4

(1)

The major parameters involved in estimating AGB include stem diameter (𝐷), tree height
(𝐻), and wood density (𝜌). F is the tree taper factor, with F = 0.06 for broadleaf species, and F =
0.333 for a perfect conical shape (Chave et al. 2005). Using a global tropical database of directly
harvested trees (4004 >= 5 cm 𝐷) at 58 sites spanning a range of climatic conditions and
vegetation types, a single pantropical model was found to perform well. When regressing tree
AGB (kg) against the product of (𝜌 ∙ 𝐷2 ∙ 𝐻), k<1, k=0.976. Wood density (𝜌) was found to be
an important predictor of AGB, particularly across a broad range of vegetation types (Chave et al
2014). However, this model tends to underestimate AGB for large trees (> 30 Mg) by
approximately 20%. This trend disappears for trees 10-30 Mg, and less than 10 Mg there is a
slight overestimation.
One of five models were fit to estimate 𝐻 using 𝐻 − 𝐷 relationships, and the best model was
chosen for the site. Three log–log polynomial models with powers from 1 to 3, a three-parameter
Weibull model (Feldpausch et al. 2012), and a two-parameter Michaelis–Menten model (Molto
et al. 2014) are assessed and the best 𝐻 − 𝐷 relationship was chosen for the site. The BIOMASS
package uses a Monte Carlo procedure to propagate the errors associated with diameter
measurements (𝐷), height estimations (𝐻), and wood-density (𝜌), along with the model errors
(Réjou-Méchain et al., 2017). The Monte Carlo scheme generates a distribution of 𝑛 tree AGB
values (𝑛, the number of iterations), which are then summed by stand to provide AGB values per
stand (Mg ha-1) (Réjou-Méchain et al., 2017).
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The sites for the 2016 AfriSAR campaign were selected based on practical and logistical
reasons (e.g., availability of field measurements and accessibility). The sites encompass a range
of vegetation structure characteristics, topography, and climatic conditions to most accurately
represent the ecosystem. AGB estimates are based on a well-tested pan-tropical allometric model
proposed by Chave et al. (2014) using the largest dataset of directly harvested trees spanning a
wide range of vegetation types and climatic conditions across tropical forests globally.
The distribution of AGBD, stem density, basal area, and wood density will be compared
across each site using a kernel density probability distribution function (PDF). This will provide
insight into the structural patterns at each site. Also, since Mondah provides individual tree
location and structural measurements, the allometric relationships between 𝐻 with 𝐷 and crown
volume (𝑉𝑐 ) with 𝐻 will be examined.
3.2.2. Lidar datasets
For the AfriSAR campaign, LVIS operated at about 24 km above the ground producing a
swath width of 1.5 km with a 18m footprint. A total of 10 ha plots at Lope, 10 ha plots at
Mabounie, 15 ha plots at Mondah, and 25 ha plots at Rabi that were fully sampled by LVIS.
Preprocessing of LVIS waveforms include removing the mean signal noise and performing a
gaussian filter. A gaussian filter uses a kernel with the weights defined by a gaussian function,
which are used to compute the weighted average of the neighboring points in a signal. This
approach is widely used to remove noise in lidar systems, since it is known as a low-smoothing
function. The kernel coefficients diminish with increasing distance from the kernel’s center,
which means that the coefficients depend on the standard deviation value. Using a low standard
deviation of 0.5 gave the best results, where the noise was removed but the signal returns from
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objects in the waveform were not lost. This is particularly important in high biomass regions,
where ground returns could be drastically lower than top of canopy.
Full waveform lidar can be used to estimate many vegetation structure parameters derived
from canopy gap probability. Gap theory is commonly used to quantify the relationship between
total leaf area index (LAI) and gap probability from the top of canopy to the ground.
𝑃(0, 𝑧) = 𝑒 −𝐺𝐿𝑒 (𝑧)

(2)

where G is a parameter describing leaf orientation distribution, Le(z) is the cumulative
effective leaf area index from the canopy top to height z, which is a product of the clumping
factor and accumulative leaf area index (Ni-Meister et al. 2018).
𝑃(0, 𝑧) is the gap probability for beam incident zenith 0 degrees at height z. Canopy gap
probability can be derived from lidar waveform as (Ni-Meister et al. 2001; Ni-Meister et
al.2018):

𝑃(0, 𝑧) = 1 −

𝑅𝑣 (𝑧)
𝜌
𝑅𝑣 (0) + 𝑣 𝑅𝑔
𝜌𝑔

(3)

Where 𝑅𝑣 (𝑧), 𝑅𝑣 (0), 𝑅𝑔 is the the accumulative laser returns from the canopy top to height,
𝜌

z, from canopy top to ground, and from the ground return, respectively. 𝜌𝑣 is the reflectivity ratio
𝑔

from the canopy element and ground return.
The apparent foliage profile, F𝑎𝑝𝑝 (z), a proxy for effective vertical LAI profile and
describes the horizontally intercepted leaves at height z can also be derived from lidar waveform
through canopy gap probability:
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F𝑎𝑝𝑝 (z) =

𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑃(0, 𝑧))
𝑑𝑧

(4)

Please note that the apparent foliage profiles are very similar with waveforms at upper canopy
(Ni-Meister, et al., 2022).
3.3. Lidar waveform-based aboveground biomass model in tropical forests
We first introduce the waveform based above-ground biomass model, then discuss how
to apply this model for tropical forests.
3.3.1. Lidar waveform-based above-ground biomass model
Started with individual tree based allometric model, Ni-Meister et al.(2022) scaled up
individual tree-based aboveground biomass (AGB) and height allometric equation using the tree
height and crown size distribution characteristics measured by lidar waveforms and they
developed a general model to estimate the plot-level aboveground biomass density using a
waveform/foliage profile-weighted height-based allometric equation.
Above ground biomass density at the plot level is the summation of biomass for all trees
from all cohorts within a plot. Assuming a similar plant function type within a plot, the wood
specific gravity, , and tapering factor, F, are constant, the continuous form of plot level AGB
density is,
𝑛

𝑧𝑖
𝜋 −𝛽2
𝑑𝜆(𝑧) (1+𝛽2 )
𝐴𝐺𝐵𝐷 =
𝑏 𝐹 𝜌 ∑∫ −
𝑧
𝑑𝑧
40
𝑑𝑧
𝑧𝑖−1

(5)

𝑖=1

where 𝜆(𝑧) is the accumulated tree count density from the canopy top to tree height 𝑧. Therefore,
𝑑𝜆(𝑧)
𝑑𝑧

is the tree count density per unit interval (1/m3). The negative sign is included since the
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integration goes from the lower bound 𝑧𝑖−1 to the upper bound of the canopy, 𝑧𝑖 . This equation
implies that tree height and its distribution are the most significant variables for AGB density.
Using the apparent foliage profile derived from lidar gap probability, we can replace the −

𝑑𝜆(𝑧)
𝑑𝑧

in Eqn. (5) with:

−

𝐹𝑎𝑝𝑝 (𝑧)
𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑃(0, 𝑧))
𝑑𝜆(𝑧)
1
=
=
𝑑𝑧
𝐺 γ 𝐹𝑎 𝑉𝑐,𝑖
𝑑𝑧
𝐺 γ 𝐹𝑎 𝑉𝑐,𝑖

Therefore, plot level aboveground biomass density can be estimated using two biomass
indices, one is waveform-based and the other is foliage-based biomass index:
𝐴𝐺𝐵𝐷 = 𝑘𝐹𝑃 𝐵𝐼𝐹𝑃
𝜋
𝐹𝜌
40 𝑎 𝐺 γ 𝐹𝑎
𝑧𝑛
𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑃(0, 𝑧)) (1+ 2 )−∝
= ∫
𝑧 𝛽
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑧
0
𝑘𝐹𝑃 =

𝐵𝐼𝐹𝑃
{

(6)

2
−
𝑏 𝛽

𝐴𝐺𝐵𝐷 = 𝑘𝑊𝐹 𝐵𝐼𝑊𝐹
𝑘𝑊𝐹 =

(7)

2
−
𝑏 𝛽

𝜋
𝐹𝜌
40 𝑎 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑝 𝐺 γ 𝐹𝑎

𝑧𝑛

{

𝐵𝐼𝑊𝐹

𝑑(𝑃(0, 𝑧)) (1+ 2 )−∝
= ∫
𝑧 𝛽
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑧
𝑧0

𝐵𝐼𝐹𝑃 is the foliage profile-based biomass index, which is an integral from the bottom to the top
of the canopy layer of the product of apparent foliage profile,

𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑃(0,𝑧))
𝑑𝑧

, and a power function of

tree height. 𝐵𝐼𝑊𝐹 is the waveform-based biomass index, which is an integral from the bottom to
the top of the canopy layer of the product of waveform,

𝑑(𝑃(0,𝑧))
𝑑𝑧

, and a power function of height.
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2

The allometric scaling exponent, (1 + 𝛽) − 𝛼, in the height power function varies across
biomes and with species type and age, and is an important parameter in the model, and 𝛽 and 𝛼
are the scaling exponents of the allometric relationships of tree height (𝐻) with stem diameter
and crown volume (𝑉𝑐 ) with tree height.
𝑉𝑐 = 𝑎𝐻 𝛼

(8)

𝐻 = 𝑏𝐷𝛽

(9)

2

The allometric scaling exponent, (1 + 𝛽) − 𝛼 is a very important parameter in the model. It
2

describes the AGBD dependence on tree height and crown size. The first part, (1 + 𝛽) indicates
the dependence on height, the second part 𝛼 indicates the dependence on crow size. The
waveforms or foliage profiles in the model are directly related to how crown size distribution
varies with height. Llarge crown size is associated with the peak vegetation in the waveforms.
This model suggests more weight of these trees on biomass density estimates.
The linear coefficients 𝑘𝑤𝑓 and 𝑘𝑓𝑝 are function of tree height-stem diameter, crown
volume-tree height allometric relationship coefficients, a and b; tree tapering factor, F; wood
density, 𝜌; foliage area volume density (1/m3), 𝐹𝑎 ; clumping factor, 𝛾, which varies with tree
structure characteristics (e.g., shape, size, and tree count density) and light incident angle, but is
constant vertically (Ni-Meister et al. 2010). These two coefficients differ by a factor of an
averaged canopy gap probability, 𝑃𝑔𝑎𝑝 . Due to lack of most of these structure measurements, we
only assess the impact of wood density on AGBD estimates in this study.
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3.3.2 Application of the aboveground biomass model in tropical forests
To apply the aboveground biomass model to tropical forest, we used tropical forest
allometric relationships to parameterize the allometric scaling exponent. Shenkin et al. (2020)
found that the height scaling factor 𝛽 = 0.5 for the data they collected in sits across three
categorical ecosystem types: tropical forests (TF), tropical montane cloud forests (TMCF),
savannas, and transitional sites between savannas and forests in Peru, Brazil, and Ghana. The
field data collected in Mondah site also indicates the 𝐻 and 𝐷 scaling exponent is 0.50 (Fig. 3,
top left panel), similar to Shenkin et al. (2020) findings. Based on our field data for the Mondah
Forest (as discussed in the results section), we adopted the height and stem diameter relationship
for tropical forests:
𝐻 = 𝑒 1.2 𝐷0.5

(10)

with 𝑏 = e1.2 and 𝛽 = 0.5.
Crown volume, 𝑉𝑐 , varies with height and stem diameter, where larger tree volumes are
associated with taller tree heights and larger stem diameters. Due to lack of crown size
measurements for our study sites, we parameterize crown size and height relationship based on
allometric equations for the prediction of crown dimensions across tropical ecosystems (Shenkin,
et al. 2020),Their data show that crown volume is related to height and stem diameter as follows:
𝑉𝑐 = 10−0.596 ∙ 𝐷1.549 ∙ 𝐻 0.756

(11)

Replacing 𝐷 with 𝐻 in the equation above, then 𝛼, the crown volume and tree height
1

allometric scaling exponent, is α = 3.854 and 𝑎 = 100.596 𝑒 3.718 , which is the linear scaling
coefficient
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𝑉𝑐 = 10−0.596 ∙ (𝐻 2∗1.549 /𝑒 2.4∗1.549 ) ∙ 𝐻 0.756 =
=

1
100.596 𝑒 3.718

∙ 𝐻 3.854 =

10−0.596 3.854
∙𝐻
𝑒 3.718

(12)

1
∙ 𝐻 3.854 = 6.2 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 𝐻 3.854
162.445

Therefore,
2
(1 + ) − 𝛼 = 5 − 3.854 = 1.146
𝛽

(13)

However, based on data from the Global Biomass Dataset for tropical forests (Jucker et al.
2017; Ni-Meister et al. in review), 𝛽=0.64 and α= 2.5 resulting in a power scaling function for
2

height of (1 + 𝛽) − 𝛼 = 1.6. With the global data in Jucker et al. (2017), the AGBD and height
scaling exponent is slightly different from the one obtained using the site-based allometric
relationships. This paper will evaluate the difference of AGB using different scaling exponent
values. This study focuses on evaluating the relationships of AGBD indices with field measured
AGBD in our selected tropical forests sites.
3.4. Analysis of lidar waveform and tree structure relationships
As discussed before, the shape and magnitude in lidar waveforms and foliage profiles
provide detailed information about the vertical distribution of vegetation. Larger and denser tree
crowns are associated with larger returns in the waveform, and the waveforms also highlight
vertical density as well.
The biomass model is based on the assumption that the apparent foliage density profile and
waveform are directly associated with the crown volume vertical distribution (Ni-Meister, et al.,
2022):
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−

𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑃(0, 𝑧)) 𝑑𝐿𝑒 (𝑧)
𝑑𝑉𝑐 (𝑧)
=
= γ ∙ 𝐹𝑎
𝐺 ∙ 𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑧

(14)

where γ, the clumping factor varies with tree structure characteristics (e.g., shape, size, tree count
density, and within-crown foliage density) and light incident angle, but is constant vertically (NiMeister et al. 2010b), 𝐹𝑎 is the foliage area volume density (1/m3), 𝑉𝑐 (z) is the accumulated
crown volume from top of the canopy to height, z.

𝑑𝑉𝑐 (𝑧)
𝑑𝑧

is the vertical crown volume density

distribution (total crown volume per unit height interval, m^3/m). The waveform shape and size
are used as a proxy for crown size distribution, which plays an important role in the
aboveground biomass model. For this study, we compared the relationships of waveforms and
foliage profiles with vertical crown volume (𝑉𝑐 ) distribution in this study to validate tour
assumption.
3.5. Comparison of biomass indices and field measured aboveground biomass
This research focuses on evaluating the biomass-index models from low to medium and
high-density tropical forests in Gabon. Since the Mondah site provides individual tree locations
and more detailed vegetation structural measurements including stem diameter and tree height
measurements for some trees, we fitted the allometric relationships between 𝐻 with 𝐷 using field
measurement. Due to lack of crown size measurements, we used the relationship of 𝑉𝑐 with 𝐻
was obtained from Shenkin et al. (2020). These allometric relationships were used to calculate
allometric scaling exponent. We also explored a different approach to evaluate our estimate of
the allometric scaling exponent value. We regressed the biomass index against the field derived
AGBD using different height scaling exponents to determine the best fit model to check if our
modeled scaling exponents match well with the fitted value. We also used the same method to
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find the optimal scaling exponent in Mondah, a disturbed site to investigate the potential
difference of allometric relationships for young and mature forests.
4. Results
In this section, we first compared the vegetation structure characteristics at each site,
followed by comparing lidar waveforms with tree crown volumes. Then we present our model
evaluation results by comparing it with height metrics based approach and the other two aboveground biomass products at large scales for AfriSAR. AGBD density was mapped for each site
using our modeled scaling exponent.
4.1. Vegetation structure characteristics for different sites
Aboveground biomass density (AGBD) and vegetation structure characteristics (stem
density, basal area and wood specific gravity) vary across the study sites in Gabon. A Kernelbased probability density function (PDF) was used to analyze the distribution of AGBD, stem
density, basal area, and wood density at the hectare level at each site (Fig. 2). The kernel density
estimate is a smoothed histogram, which represents the distribution of variables.
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Figure 2 AGBD derived from Chave et al. (2014) equation using local H—D relationships, stem density, basal area, and wood
density distributions for each site using a kernel density estimate.

A majority of trees at Mondah are relatively young trees, exhibiting the lowest AGBD of all
sites (0-200 Mg ha-1) (Fig. 2). However, two plots (MNG03 and MNG04) have a relatively high
biomass (510.6 and 444 Mg ha-1). The Rabi plots display medium AGBD (210-348 Mg ha-1)
with two plots with very large AGBD (413 and 511 Mg ha-1). Mabounie and Lope have
relatively large AGBD (300-550 Mg ha-1). Lope also has a group of low biomass grassland/shrub
plots (<20 Mg ha-1). Mabounie and Rabi have the least variance in AGBD, while Lope and
Mondah display high variance. Basal area has very similar distribution patterns as AGBD.
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Similarly, stem density varies across sites, with Lope and Mondah displaying the highest
variance in stem density across their plots, ranging from a few plots with less than 100 ha-1 to
most plots between 350 and 500 ha-1. Stem density for Mabounie has a peak range from 300-500
ha-1. Rabi has the largest average stem density with little variance across plots (414-541 ha-1).
For wood specific gravity, trees in Mondah have less wood specific gravity, with peak
around 0.48 g/cm3. There is also a group of plots with slightly larger average wood specific
gravity (~0.6 g/cm3). Lope has various wood density values ranging from 0.4-0.6 g/cm3, and the
other two sites (Rabi and Mabounie) have the highest wood specific gravity (0.6-0.8 g/cm3).
4.2. Vegetation structure data at the Mondah site
Using the individual tree structure measurement data from the Mondah field data, we
examined the tree height (H) with stem diameter (D) allometric relationship and AGB with D, as
well as the allometric relationship between H with D (Fig. 3) and crown volume (Vc) with H.
Crown volume was estimated using Eqn. 12 and local allometric relationships between H and D.
The first row in Fig. 3 highlights the impact of modeled H on field AGB estimates.
Modeling H using H — D relationships does not capture the variability in actual canopy height,
which scales up to a ~11% bias in AGB estimates for individual trees. Comparing the
relationship between field and modeled H with D, the RMSE = 5.47 m. Particularly as H and D
increase, the uncertainties in modeled height increases as well. For example, a field observed tree
height with a D of 100 cm has an actual height of 59 m, whereas it is modeled at 35 m. Similarly,
a tree with a relatively large D of 200 cm is over estimated by ~15 m in height. Smaller
vegetation (<50 cm D and <30 m H) displays variance in H and D. While the residuals display a
normal distribution, the magnitude of the H errors is relatively large, and increase as D
increases.
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Figure 3 First row: Relationships of tree height (H) with stem diameter (D) (left) and above ground biomass (AGB) with D for
modeled (red) and measured (blue) tree heights at Mondah. Second row: Allometric relationships of H with D and Vc with H
(same color scheme for modeled and measured heights.

When comparing AGB using modeled H and field measured H (Fig. 3 first row, second
column), uncertainty increases as tree size increases (RMSE = 2433.15 kg). Vegetation with a D
> 40 cm displays a bias of ~20%. The field measured heights with D near 100 cm and the single
observation at 200 cm highlights how the errors in modeled heights translate to AGB estimates.
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Overestimated tree heights display a much larger AGB estimate when compared with those
modeled heights that were underestimated. While there are small errors for trees with a D less
than 30 cm, there is still a slight overestimation of AGB and this trend continues and increases
with larger D. The allometric equation used for AGB estimations is known to underestimate
AGB by about 20% for individual trees with observed AGB greater than 30 Mg (Chave et al.
2014). The errors can be greater when using modeled tree height. Interestingly, for the three
largest biomass trees where H was directly measured with a laser hypsometer in our study plots
(1.4, 1.8, and 5.9 Mg) there is an overestimation of ~20% for AGB.
The results from the allometric relationship between H and D coincides with the results from
Shenkin et al. (2020). The height scaling exponent, 𝛽, was found to be 0.5 with an R2 of 0.6 (Fig.
3 second row). Estimating crown volume ( 𝑉𝑐 ) using the equation (12) resulted in a 𝑉𝑐 scaling
exponent of 𝛼 = 3.854. Using the Mondah field data, the scaling exponent for H in the biomass
2

equation ((1 + 𝛽) − 𝛼) is 1.146.
4.3. Waveform and tree crown volume distribution
As discussed in Section 3.3, vertical foliage profile is directly associated to vertical 𝑉𝑐
distribution, so we compared waveforms with 𝑉𝑐 estimated using H and D measurements in
Mondah (Figs. 4 & 5). The association of waveform returns with vertical 𝑉𝑐 profiles provides
insight into how waveforms detect vertical 𝑉𝑐 distribution for LAI and AGB.
Lidar waveforms match well with vertical tree crown volume distribution vertically, where
larger returns correspond to large crown volumes. Figure 4 highlights vertical tree 𝑉𝑐 density
distribution and waveform height for the Mondah hectare plots. 𝑉𝑐 density matches well with
waveforms, as we can see the magnitude from the lidar waveform returns follow 𝑉𝑐 closely
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(larger returns coincide with larger crown volumes). Figure 4 highlights how waveform lidar
accurately captures not just tree height, but also vertical 𝑉𝑐 throughout the canopy. For example,
in the NASA02 plot, the larger tree crowns greater than 40m match the large returns detected by
lidar. Similarly, the NASA13 plot shows larger 𝑉𝑐 between 20 and 30m which matches lidar
waveform.
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Figure 4 Crown volume distribution (orange) for each hectare plot at the Mondah site, individual lvis waveforms (grey).
MND01, MND02 and MNG03 did not have individual tree data.

Overall the Mondah sites are mixed with very sparse plots (NASA01, NASA09 and
NASA19) to young forests (NASA03, NASA05) to mixed young to mature forests (NASA05,
NASA13, NASA14, NASA20, NASA21, NASA22, NASA23). NASA02 features the tallest tree
with maximum tree height around 55 m. Each waveform has multiple peak canopy returns,
corresponding to multiple trees with different ages within that footprint.
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The three 1-hectare plots in the last row of Fig. 4 does not have individual tree datasets to
estimate 𝑉𝑐 distribution. But the waveforms clearly show that the trees in these three additional
plots feature much taller dominant and codominant trees (maximum tree height close to 60 m)
compared to the other plots with individual tree data.
We further examined the in-depth relationship between waveforms with vertical crown
volume distribution. Fig. 5 displays selected 1/16-hectare level waveforms and vertical crown
volume distribution for plots NASA02 and NASA13. This finer scale allows us to inspect the
connection of waveforms with crown size disturibution.

Figure 5 Comparison of lidar waveforms (black), foliage density profiles (green) and crown volume distribution (orange) for
selected 16th hectare plots at the Mondah site. Sampled tree heights are labeled in red arrows.
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NASA02 subplots (Fig. 5 first row) are large biomass plots, with the exception of subplot
NASA02_4. Subplot NASA02_04 is a low biomass subplot (32 Mg/ha), and tree heights and
crown volume correspond well to lidar waveforms. Note that trees less than 10 m are excluded in
the field data. In subplot NASA02_06 vegetation heights greater than 40 meters are not modeled
but are identified by the lidar waveform. Tree heights less than 30 m correspond well with
waveforms, yet modeled tree height variation, particularly for larger trees, are not captured by
the H-D relationship, thus resulting in inaccurate crown volume estimate and mismatch between
crown volume very distribution and waveforms in the NASA02-6 subplot. A very large
measured tree height at 59 m (Labeled in red triangle in Fig. 5) was modeled at 36 m, however,
the lidar waveforms do not capture this tree. Upon closer inspection in the field data, this
particular tree does not have GPS coordinates, which suggests it could be a data entry error and
may be located in a different subplot (NASA02_10). NASA02_10 highlights how modeled tree
heights do not accurately represent tree height distribution, particularly for larger tree heights.
While the measured tree heights are 12.6, 16, 20.6, and 34 meters (red arrows in Fig. 5), the
modeled tree heights are 15.9, 17, 28.3, and 49 meters, respectively. The measured tree heights
are clearly identified by lidar waveforms, while the two detected tree crowns between 40-45 m
and 50-55 m are not accurately modeled. This plot has the largest AGBD in our study (at the
16ha scale), which could be due to the impact of the very large stem diameter (198cm) which
had the measured tree height of 34 m but has a modeled height of 49 m. NASA02_15 tree
heights and crown volume correspond well with lidar waveforms. A lidar waveform identified a
tree crown between 33 m and 40 m that is not modeled by field data. Across all subplots in
NASA02, the measured tree heights (red arrows) were all clearly identified by the lidar
waveforms.
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NASA13 subplots (Fig. 5 second row) are all relatively large biomass plots. The lidar
waveforms correspond very well with tree height and crown volume. For example, in subplots
NASA13_2 and NASA13_3 the large magnitude returns from the waveform align closely with
larger crown volumes. In NASA13_8, the largest tree heights that were identified by lidar
waveforms were not accurately modeled, while small vegetation (tree heights <10 m) are not
captured in the field data but are visible in the lidar data. NASA13_11 waveforms match crown
volume closely, where larger crown volumes or the denser areas correspond to larger returns in
waveform. However, between 30 and 38 m lidar identifies a tree crown that is not in the field
data, and vegetation less than 10 m is missing as well.
Tree heights and crown size align closely with lidar waveforms, where large crown sizes
correspond to larger waveform returns. Measured heights with a laser rangefinder (Fig. 5 red
arrows) are clearly identified by lidar waveforms, further supporting the assumption that lidar
waveforms provide accurate vegetation structure measurements.
4.4. Biomass model evaluation
The bioindex models were evaluated using plot-level data from all sites across Gabon,
which includes the Lope, Mondah, Mabounie, and Rabi study plots (Fig. 6). Only vegetation
with a 𝐷 ≥ 10 cm were included in the AGBD estimates across all sites. The model performance
was also compared with the best RH metrics (RH75) at both ¼ quarter and one-hectare levels.
Overall, the bioindex models performed better atthe hectare scale than ¼ quarter-hectare level
(𝐵𝐼𝑤𝑓 : NRMSE=0.2, R2=0.84; 𝐵𝐼𝑓𝑝 : NRMSE=0.22, R2=0.8). Comparing to RH75, both
bioindex models have very similar performance with the RH75 model slightly better than the two
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indices ( NRMSE=0.18, R2=0.87) at the hectare scale. Adding wood density improved all
models’ performance, but interestingly, the (𝐵𝐼𝑤𝑓 * 𝜌) model outperforms the RH75 model.

Figure 6 Figure 6 Comparison of waveform-based biomass index (top row), foliage profile-based biomass index (middle
row), and the best LVIS-derived height metrics (RH75) (bottom row) with field-measured AGBD across all sites in Gabon. The
model performance with added wood density (light-shaded in each subplot) was labeled in the upper left corner of each subplot.
We chose an alternative approach to evaluate the performance of our model with the estimated height scaling exponent (1.15).
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We test a range of heigh𝑡 scaling exponents for the biomass models for all the sites and for
Mondah alone (Fig. 7). The optimal scaling exponent value using data from all sites was 1.26
(Fig. 7 first row). This value is close to what we derived based on allometric relationships using
field measurements in tropical forests from the literature(Shenkin et al., 2020) (1.146).

Figure 7 Testing different height scaling exponents for the biomass index using all the Gabon sites (first row) and the Mondah
site only (second row).

However using data from the Mondah site that includes all vegetation with a 𝐷 ≥ 5 cm, the
optimal scaling exponent was found to be 1.8 (Fig. 7 second row), matching well with the value
using Jucker’s dataset (Ni-Meister et al., 2022). As discussed in the previous section, trees were
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relative young trees in Mondah. Many studies indicate allometric relationships are age-dependent
(Ploton et al., 2016; Jucker et al., 2017). Young forest stands show different allometric
relationships as shown in Ni-Meister et al. (2022). The difference in scaling exponent in Mondah
from all the sites might reinforce that stand ages might result in different allometric relationships,
thus different scaling exponents in our biomass model for the Mondah site.
In addition, we compared the performance of our model with two separate gridded AGBD
products derived from airborne lidar for the same region using the same field AGBD data (Fig.
8). Armston et al. (2016) used the AfriSAR LVIS lidar to generate gridded AGBD products at
all sites except for Rabi, and Saatchi et al. (2019) used multiple small foot-print lidar datasets to
generate AGBD at all sites. For all airborne AGBD products, pixels that fall within the field plots
were extracted and compared with the field-measured AGBD. At the hectare level, Armston et
al. (2016) AGBD had a RMSE of 77.01 Mg ha-1 (Fig. 8 second row) and Saatchi et al. (2016)
had a RMSE of 54.58 Mg ha-1 (Fig. 8 third row). The small footprint lidar-based AGBD
provided more accurate AGBD estimate in this case, but there were also more ground plots to
compare with since Armston et al (2016) did not include Rabi. Overall, the our biomass model
produced the best results, with a RMSE of 40.64 Mg ha-1 (Fig. 8 first row).
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Figure 8 Airborne AGBD comparisons between the LVIS biomass index model (first row), a LVIS AGBD from Armston et al.
(second row), and a small footprint lidar AGBD model from Saatchi et al. (third row).
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5. Discussion
Using the LVIS and field data collected in the AfriSAR field campaign, we evaluated our
biomass model performance in tropical forests by comparing the LVIS waveform derived
biomass indices with field measured AGBD for all sites across Gabon. The validation results
show that the biomass model can estimated the above-ground biomass density well in tropical
forest in Central Africa with RMSE=55.7Mg/ha, NRMSE=0.20, and R2=0.86. Adding wood
density improved the model performance with RMSE=40.5Mg/ha, NRMSE=0.15, and R2=0.91.
Our analysis also demonstrated that the model performance was improved with increased spatial
scale, the RMSE and NRMSE values decreased and R2 increased drastically from quarterhectare level to one-hectare level (RMSE from 76.5Mg/ha.84 to 55.7Mg/ha; NRMSE from 0.30
to 0.15, and R2 from 0.77 to 0.91). Our test results also show better performance comparing two
other large scale above-ground biomass products developed in Central Africa. The lidar
biomass model can be generalized to be used across tropical forests with little calibration. The
height scaling exponent derived using Jucker et al. (2018) was 1.64, which still provides
reasonable results for all Gabon sites (at Mondah site RMSE=~12 Mg ha-1 and R2=0.96). This
implies that it can be used across continental and global scales to generate AGBD maps.
The biomass model depends on the height-stem diameter and crown volume-height
allometric relationships. We obtained our height-stem diameter allometric relationships based on
limited field measurements collected in Mondah forest. Since there were no crown size
measurements for the test sites, we used the allometric relationship of crown volumes with stem
diameter and height from Shenkin, et al. (2020) developed for tropical ecosystems, then crown
volume – height relationship was obtained by replacing stem diameter by height through the
height-stem diameter relationship. The derived scaling exponent was 1.12.
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Another fitting approach was used to find the optimal height scaling exponent value.
Different height scaling exponent values were used to produce different biomass indices,
regression analysis was conducted to generate the RMSE and R2 values for different height
scaling exponent values. The optimal height scaling exponent was obtained by selecting the one
with the lowest RMSE and highest R2 values. Using all hectare plots across all Gabon sites
(N=59), the optimal height scaling exponent was closer to .85 (RMSE=50.97 Mg/ha, R2=0.86).
Our calculated scaling exponent (1.1) was not far from this value (0,85). This similarity suggests
our estimated scaling exponent represents the allometric scaling of AGBD and lidar waveforms
at large scale in Central Africa.
A similar approach was used to extract the optimal scaling exponent for the sites
collected in AfriSAR field campaign by NASA in Mondah. We didn’t not test for other
individual sites due to small samplings for those sites. We found that the optimal scaling
exponents for Mondah forest and the overall all the test forest sites are slightly different with 1.8
for Mondah and 0.85 for all sites. The one from Mondah matches well with the one (1.6) using
global datasets from Jucker et al. (2018) (Ni-Meister et al., 2022).
The Mondah forest, where the study plots are located, has been under intense
deforestation due to increasing population size in the area, as well as an increase in demand for
timber and other forest products (Walters et al. 2016). The Mondah plots were designed to
capture the changing dynamics in the forest, which includes recently deforested plots. This
coincides with our assumptions that vegetation at most Mondah plots are relatively young (based
on structure measurements and previous literature). LVIS waveforms highlight the large
variation in the upper and middle canopy of most plots (Figures 4 & 5), with the exception of
plots MND01, MND02, and MNG03. These plots have much larger AGBD values (420 < Mg
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ha-1 < 510) with large tree heights (~55m). They also display a much more uniform vegetation
structure and distribution, both horizontally and vertically, indicating mature tree stands.
Excluding all the large biomass plots and includingall vegetation with a 𝐷≥5 cm, the optimal
height scaling exponent in the biomass index model is close to 1.6 (with wood density) .
Including the large biomass plots (with 𝐷≥10 cm) decreases the optimal height scaling exponent
to .7 (RMSE=39.09, R2=0.944). This result suggests a larger scaling exponent for pure young
stands than with the stands with all the ages.
Different optimal scaling exponents for the young forest stands in Mondah forest and
other sites implies that the allometric relationships between tree height and stem diameter, and
between crown volume and tree height may vary with stand age and young and mature stands
have slightly different allometric relationships. Since the height-stem diameter relationship was
derived based the height and stem diameter measurements from the Mondah site. The difference
is likely caused due to the difference in crown size and height allometric relationship in young
stands and mature stands. Different allometric relationships for young and mature stands were
also reflected in temperate forests. The analysis of field data collected in temperate forests (NiMeister et al., 2022) also implies the separationns of these relationships in young and mature
forest stands.
The different allometric relationships between vegetation structure are emphasized across
the Gabon sites, where Mondah has younger tree stands with low-to-medium AGBD and the
other sites have mature tree stands with much higher AGBD. Vegetation structure impacts the
2

height scaling exponent ((1 + 𝛽) − 𝛼) in the biomass model. A larger high scaling exponent
2

value indicates a stronger dependence of AGBD on height ( 1 + 𝛽 parameter), less dependence
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on crown size (𝛼 parameter). This result is consistent with the finding in previous studies. For
example, height was found to be important for younger tree stands and crown size was found to
be a strong predictor in mature tree stands (Jucker et al. 2020). As young forest stands, trees gain
weight as trees grow taller. As trees mature there is an oblique asymptote where tree heights tend
to plateau while D and crown size continue to increase (Jucker et al., 2017; Ploton et al., 2016).
Above-ground biomass for young stands more depend on tree height, less crown size. But for
mature stands, AGBD is less dependents on height, but more on crown size, resulting a larger
scaling exponent for young stands than mature stands.
Field measured AGBD data in this study also has uncertainties. Field AGBD data at the
plot level was obtained by summing the AGB for all the trees within the plot. For our study sites,
at the tree level, AGB is estimated using an allometric model that combines structural
components, such as the stem diameter (D), tree height (H), and wood density (WD). Since
height measurements were not available for the field sites (except for most of Mondah sites),
height was estimated based on H-D relationship, which could also vary depends on sample sites.
For example, the samplings in tropical forests from Jucker et al. (2017) shows the H-D scaling
exponent is 0.62 (Ni-Meister et al., 2022), the H-D allometric scaling exponent value wa s 0.5
from our Mondah dataset and the dataset from Shenkin et al. (2020). Even with the well fitted
H-D relationship, the variability of height measurements can also cause the error in AGB
estimate due to lack of height measurements as discussed in section 4.1. Including crown size
has proven to drastically increase the accuracy of AGB estimates, particularly for mature trees
since they stop growing vertically but D and canopy branches continue to increase in size (Henry
et al. 2010; Goodman et al. 2014; Ploton et al. 2016). Not including crown size measurements in
the field AGB calculation can also result in error in our field measured AGBD.
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Uncertainty in field based AGB models propagates to the lidar model AGB estimates. In
particular, height and wood density could display systematic errors within and between plots.
Wood density is rarely measured in field inventories, and in most cases a mean value is assigned
from independent databases for all trees within a specific genus or plant functional type for that
biome (Rejou-Mechain et al. 2019). A subset of trees was directly measured for H at the Gabon
sites and were used to develop H—D models to estimate the height from stem diameter for the
remaining trees. While direct measurements of height using a laser rangefinder (using the tangent
method and the sine method) exhibit errors close to 20% in tropical forests, even the H—D
model itself represent a major source of uncertainty in AGB estimates (Rejou-Mechain et al.
2019). H—D relationships may strongly vary between plots, and an average error of 21% was
found at the Mondah site. Finally, the selection of the AGB model impacts estimates greatly and
can be a major source of uncertainty in tree and plot level AGB estimates (Chave et al. 2004;
Molto et al. 2014). At the tree level, the error associated with the pantropical model of Chave et
al. (2014) approaches 40%, but this reduces drastically as the number of trees increases in the
predicted population (Réjou-Méchain et al. 2017). General pan-tropical models are subject to
high local biases, where in Chave et al. (2014) equation a mean bias across all sites only reaches
5%, but surpasses 30% at a few local sites. The lack of crown information has also been
identified as a major source of uncertainty, where the proportion of the crown to total AGB is
highly variable among trees, and increases for mature trees. Integrating crown dimensions into
AGB models strongly reduces uncertainties and increases model performance (Jucker et al.
2017).In this study, we tried to assess the sensitivity of the structure parameters on the
coefficients 𝑘𝑤𝑓 and 𝑘𝑓𝑝 which are functions of tree height-stem diameter, crown volume-tree
height allometric relationship coefficients, a and b; tree tapering factor, F; wood density, 𝜌; and
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other structure parameters as discussed before. As discussed before, adding wood density to the
model improved AGBD estimates significantly (RMSE from 55.7Mg/ha reduced to 40.5Mg/ha;
NRMSE from 20% to 15%; and R2 increased from 0.86 to 0.91). For our parameters, our initial
results showed that the coefficients in the allometric relationships play a dominant role.
However, we found that the H-D coefficient vary so much from literature (Feldpausch et al.,
2011; Shenkin et al., 2020; Jucker et al., 2017). It is impossible to have a reasonable estimate of
this coefficient. Due to lack of crown size measurements, the coefficient for the crown size and
height allometric relationships is impossible to find. More field measurements of crown size and
tree height in addition to most measured species and stem diameter measurements are required to
have a complete assessment of these coefficients.
Overall,our biomass model, particularly the scaling exponent capture the nature of how
above-ground biomass varies with tree height and crown size distribution through integration
with lidar waveforms.
6.

Conclusion
We evaluated our above-ground biomass model in tropical forests using the LVIS waveform

measurements and field data collected AfriSAR field campaign in Africa tropical forest in
Gabon. The height scaling exponent was derived based on limited tree height and stem diameter
measurements in the Mondah forest site and crown size allometry for tropical forests from
literature (Shenkin et al. 2020). The derived scaling exponent (1.115) was similar to the optimal
scaling exponent values (0.85) estimated through a fitting method. The modeled AGBD with the
derived scaling exponent match well with field measured AGBD for all sites across Gabon with
(RMSE=55.7Mg/ha, NRMSE=0.20, and R2=0.86). Adding wood density improved the model
performance with (RMSE=40.5Mg/ha, NRMSE=0.15, and R2=0.91). Our analysis also
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demonstrated that the model performance was improved with increased spatial scale, the RMSE
and NRMSE values decreased and R2 increased drastically from quarter-hectare level to onehectare level (RMSE from 76.5Mg/ha.84 to 55.7Mg/ha; NRMSE from 0.30 to 0.15, and R2 from
0.77 to 0.91). We also compared our model results with two separate gridded AGBD products
derived using LVIS and small footprint airborne lidar data developed for the AfriSAR campaign
at large scale (Armston et al., 2016; and Saatchi et al., 2016). Our model outperformed the other
these two products.
Most interestingly, we found a larger optimal scaling exponent value using data from the
Mondah site alone comparing to the one for all sites. The Mondah site was a disturbed site and a
majority of trees at Mondah were relatively young trees comparing to other sites, this results
indicates that vegetation structure allometric relationships may vary with tree stand age. A larger
high scaling exponent value indicates a stronger dependence of AGBD on height ( 1 +
2
𝛽

parameter), less dependence on crown size (𝛼 parameter). Young stands gain weight as trees

grow taller. However for mature forests, tree height tend to plateau while trees crown and stem
diameter grow larger. AGBD is less dependent on height than young forest stands. This result is
in agreement with the findings from other studies that as trees mature there is an oblique
asymptote where tree heights tend to plateau while D and crown size continue to increase
(Jucker et al., 2017; Ploton et al., 2016). Above-ground biomass for young stands more depend
on tree height, less crown size. But for mature stands, AGBD is less dependents on height, but
more on crown size, resulting a larger scaling exponent for young stands than mature stands.
The lidar data acquired during the AfriSAR campaign contributes a vital dataset in support
of the GEDI mission and furthers our understanding of carbon dynamics in African tropical
forests. The full waveform-based biomass model tested is a good indicator of AGBD, and a
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single height scaling exponent can be used to estimate AGBD across tropical forests. The model
could be a frame work for integrating vegetation structure measurements from GEDI full
waveform to improve global carbon stock and flux estimates in global circulation models. Future
direction to integrate optical particularly hyperspectral remote sensing to estimate wood density
with GEDI measurements will improve AGBD estimates at the landscape scale.
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